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Abstract

1. Species management requires decision-making under uncertainty. Given a management objective and limited budget, managers need to decide what to do, and where and when to do it. A schedule of management actions that achieves the best performance is an optimal policy. A popular optimisation technique used to find optimal policies in ecology and conservation is stochastic dynamic programming (SDP). Most SDP approaches can only accommodate actions of equal durations. However, in many situations, actions take time to implement or cannot change rapidly. Calculating the optimal policy of such problems is computationally demanding and becomes intractable for large problems. Here, we address the problem of implementing several actions of different durations simultaneously.

2. We demonstrate analytically that synchronising actions and their durations provide upper and lower bounds of the optimal performance. These bounds provide a simple way to evaluate the performance of any policy, including rules of thumb. We apply this approach to the management of a dynamic ecological network of *Aedes albopictus*, an invasive mosquito.
that vectors human diseases. The objective is to prevent mosquitoes from colonising mainland Australia from the nearby Torres Straits Islands where managers must decide between management actions that differ in duration and effectiveness.

3. We were unable to compute an optimal policy for more than eight islands out of 17, but obtained upper and lower bounds for up to 13 islands. These bounds are within 16% of an optimal policy. We used the bounds to recommend managing highly populated islands as a priority.

4. Our approach calculates upper and lower bounds for the optimal policy by solving simpler problems that are guaranteed to perform better and worse than the optimal policy, respectively. By providing bounds on the optimal solution, the performance of policies can be evaluated even if the optimal policy cannot be calculated. Our general approach can be replicated for problems where simultaneous actions of different durations need to be implemented.

Keywords: optimal management, simultaneous actions, Markov decision processes, susceptible-infested-susceptible, SIS, performance bounds, invasive species, threatened species, mosquito, *Aedes albopictus*.

Introduction

Managing dynamic ecological systems is often constrained by limited resources, leading managers to use mathematical methods to make cost-effective decisions (Duke, Dundas & Messer 2013). Given a specified management objective, sequential decisions can be optimised with an algorithm called stochastic dynamic programming (SDP, Marescot *et al.* (2013)). When computational resources are
sufficient relative to the complexity of the problem, SDP returns an optimal policy, i.e. action to implement in each state of the system, and the performance (or value) of this policy (Puterman 1994). In behavioural ecology, SDP is used to assess if species optimise their reproductive fitness over time (Houston et al. 1988; Venner et al. 2006). In applied ecology, SDP has become an essential decision-making tool when information is missing, with applications in prioritizing global conservation effort (Wilson et al. 2006), weed control (Firn et al. 2008), disease management (Chadès et al. 2011), species migration (Nicol et al. 2015), fire regime management (McCarthy, Possingham & Gill 2001) and adaptive management (Walters & Hilborn 1978; Hauser & Possingham 2008). To achieve a management objective faster, several actions can be implemented simultaneously. In particular, for spatial problems, simultaneous actions in different locations must be optimised, for example in forestry (Forsell et al. 2011) or invasive or threatened species management (Monterrubio, Rioja-Paradela & Carrillo-Reyes 2015; Mantyka-Pringle et al. 2016). Additionally, there are many examples in the ecological literature of actions of different durations (Phelan, Norris & Mason 1996; Pelizza et al. 2010).

To date, little research has focused on simultaneous actions (Boutilier & Brafman 1997). In artificial intelligence, simultaneous actions have become important when several decision problems merge (Singh & Cohn 1998), or when actions have random durations (Rohanimanesh & Mahadevan 2002). Accommodating simultaneous actions of different durations is challenging because they terminate at different timesteps (Barto & Mahadevan 2003) and thus, computing an exact SDP to find an optimal policy requires high memory demands and computation time. A workaround is to use approximate methods. Approximate algorithms focus on maximising the value of policies but, in practice, policies that cannot be explained in ecological terms will not be applied by managers (Walters 1986). Identifying sensible rules of thumb, i.e. simplified versions of more complex policies, is often preferred (Chadès et al. 2008; Grechi et al. 2014). However, this simplification causes a loss of value that is often unknown to managers (Pichancourt et al. 2012).
Here, we introduce two approximate models that provide upper and lower bounds on the optimal performance at an advantageous computational cost and will allow decision-makers to find well performing rules of thumb. Obtaining an upper bound and lower bound of the unknown optimal performance is useful, as calculating the error in the performance of a rule of thumb relative to the upper bound, e.g. 10%, guarantees that this rule of thumb is within 10% of the optimal performance.

We apply our approach to the management of invasive mosquito *Aedes albopictus* in the Torres Strait Islands, Australia. This approach can be replicated for large problems when simultaneous actions have different durations to evaluate and increase the reliability of rules of thumb.

**Materials and Methods**

**Markov decision problems and stochastic dynamic programming**

Markov decision processes (MDP) are mathematical frameworks for modelling sequential decision problems where the outcome is partly stochastic and partly controlled by a decision-maker. A MDP is defined by five components <S, A, P, r, C> (Puterman 1994): (i) a state space S, (ii) an action space A, (iii) a transition function P for each action, (iv) immediate rewards r and (v) a performance criterion C.

The decision-maker aims to direct the process towards rewarding states, motivated by a performance criterion. From a given state s, the decision-maker selects an action a and receives a reward r(s, a). At the next timestep, the system transitions to a subsequent state s' with probability P(s'|s, a). The performance criterion C specifies the objective (e.g. maximise or minimise a sum of expected future rewards), the time horizon (finite or infinite), the initial state s₀ and whether there is a discount rate (γ). A policy π describes which decisions are made in each state, i.e. π: S → A.
Solving a MDP means finding a policy that optimises the performance criterion (optimal policy).

Stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) denotes a collection of solution methods to solve MDPs, such as policy iteration and value iteration (see Marescot et al. (2013) and Appendix S1 for an overview). SDP is an efficient algorithm since it runs in polynomial time, but may not be tractable when the state or action spaces are very large, thus requiring alternative approaches (Nicol & Chadès 2011).

**Extension of MDP for simultaneous decisions of different durations**

A limitation of MDPs is that all actions must occur for the same duration. Herein we provide a method to overcome this limitation. Specifically, we address decision problems where an action \( a \) can be decomposed into \( N \) sub-actions \( a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_N \) at each timestep, with \( a_i \in A_i \). As an example of the distinction between actions and sub-actions, consider a management strategy for a network of \( N \) connected sites. An action is comprised of \( N \) sub-actions applied to the individual sites. Each sub-action may have a different duration \( d(a_i) \) and must be implemented for its full duration. The transition function and rewards may depend on the sub-actions \( a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_N \) currently implemented.

We propose a MDP model that solves this decision problem optimally, called the *exact model*. To fit the MDP framework, we need to respect the Markov property, which requires that subsequent states can be predicted using only the current state and action. To ensure that all actions are implemented until completion, we augment each state \( s \in S \) with information about which sub-actions are currently implemented \((a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_N)\) and the number of timesteps until each finishes (noted \( t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_N, with t_i \in \mathbb{N} \)). Formally, each state of the exact model becomes \((s, a_1, t_1, a_2, t_2, \ldots, a_N, t_N)\). The new state space is denoted \( S_{exact} \). The set of possible actions \( A(s, a_1, t_1, \ldots, a_N, t_N) \) that can be implemented depends on the current MDP state: if \( a_i \) is not finished \((t_i > 0)\), then \( a_i \) must continue; if \( a_i \) has just terminated \((t_i = 0)\), all sub-actions are possible.
The transition function $P_{exact}$ should not only contain the transition function $P$ on states of $S$ but also update the elements $(a_i, t_i)$, i.e. initialise $(a_i, d(a_i) - 1)$ when $a_i$ begins, and then subtract 1 from $t_i$ at each timestep until $a_i$ is completed. The rewards $r$ are the same in the original MDP and the augmented exact model.

We can apply SDP to this exact model $< S_{exact}, A, P_{exact}, r >$ to find the optimal policy and its performance, noted $V^*$. However, the state space $S_{exact}$ is exponential in $N : |S_{exact}| = |S| \prod_{i=1}^{N}(1 + \sum_{a_i \in A_i}(d(a_i) - 1))$ (Appendix S2). SDP is likely to be intractable for all but trivial values of $N$ (see Results). This motivates us to introduce two approximate models, the lower bound model and the upper bound model.

These two models are obtained by synchronising sub-actions, which forces sub-actions to finish simultaneously. As a consequence, the performance of the lower and upper bound models will be lower and higher than the performance of the exact model. With all actions finishing simultaneously, the number of states can be reduced dramatically and larger problems can thus be addressed.

**Lower bound model**

The lower bound model is obtained by modifying the exact model in two steps.

First, we add a synchronisation constraint, which forces all sub-actions to be implemented as many times as necessary to end simultaneously (Fig. 2). To do so, we forbid changing any sub-action while at least one sub-action is in progress. The resulting MDP leads to a performance equal or lower than the exact model (Appendix S3). Intuitively, since the lower bound model is less flexible than the exact model, fewer policies are possible and performance decreases.

Second, we reformulate the state space obtained by synchronisation to remove unnecessary states. The states where at least one sub-action is in progress are unnecessary to obtain the optimal policy. Given an action $a$, the sub-actions $a_1, a_2, ... a_N$ will finish simultaneously after the least common multiple (LCM) of the durations $d(a_1), d(a_2), ... d(a_N)$:
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\[ LCM\{d(a_i), 1 \leq i \leq N\} = \min \{d \in \mathbb{N} : 1 \leq i \leq N, d = k_i d(a_i) \text{ for some } k_i \in \mathbb{N}\} \]

We note this duration \( LCM(a) \). We remove states with a duration shorter than \( LCM(a) \) and assign the sub-actions of a with duration \( LCM(a) \). The new state space is \( S \subseteq S_{\text{exact}} \).

The new action space is the same as in the exact model except that it is defined on the subset \( S \subseteq S_{\text{exact}} \).

Because our aim is to compare the performance of the exact and lower bound models, we define the transition function and rewards such that a policy calculated with the lower bound model will have the same performance as when evaluated using the exact model. Since the new transitions last several timesteps during which the action does not change, a transition over \( d \) timesteps is made of \( d \) times the same transition: for every action \( a \), \( P_{\text{lower}} \) is the function (matrix) \( P \) raised to the power of the duration of \( a \):

\[ P_{\text{lower}}(\cdot, \cdot, a) = P(\cdot, \cdot, a)^{LCM(a)} \quad (\text{eqn } 1) \]

The resulting model \( < S, A, P_{\text{lower}}, r_{\text{lower}} > \) is a semi-MDP (Bradtke & Duff 1994), an extension of MDPs. Only one action can be implemented at a time, however different actions can have different durations. Semi-MDPs can be solved efficiently with SDP. Reformulating the model by removing unnecessary states does not affect performance, so the optimal performance in the lower bound model \( V^*_{\text{lower}} \) is a lower bound of the optimal performance in the exact model \( V^* \):

\[ V^*_{\text{lower}}(s) \leq V^*(s), \forall s \in S \quad (\text{eqn } 3) \]

The number of states in this model is greatly reduced, from \(|S_{\text{exact}}| = |S| \prod_{i=1}^{N}(1 + \Sigma_{a_i \in A_i}(d(a_i) - 1))\) to \(|S|\). This model can be solved for problems of larger sizes than the exact problem.
Upper bound model

Like the lower bound model, the upper bound model is built in two steps from the exact model.

First, we allow management actions to be interrupted before completion in order to start different management actions (Fig. 2C). We reduce the duration of all actions to a unique duration (noted $\text{GCD}$ for convenience), which equals the greatest common divisor of the durations of all sub-actions:

$$\text{GCD}\{d(a): a \in \bigcup_{i=1}^{N} A_i\} = \max\{d \in \mathbb{N}: a \in \bigcup_{i=1}^{N} A_i, d(a) = d k_a \text{ for some } k_a \in \mathbb{N}\}$$

Note that $\text{GCD}$ does not depend on implemented sub-actions, but rather the set of all sub-actions available. $\text{GCD}$ must evenly divide all durations $d(a)$ to ensure that a management action $a$ applied repeatedly in the upper bound model can last $d(a)$ timesteps—it’s duration in the exact model. Any policy in the exact model can also be implemented in the upper bound model. Since the upper bound model is more flexible than the exact model due to shorter actions (technically, a relaxation), the resulting MDP leads to an equal or higher performance than the exact problem formulation (Appendix S3).

Second, we reformulate the state space to remove unnecessary states. As per the lower bound model, the states between times $t = 0$ and $t = \text{GCD}$ require no decisions and can be removed.

The state space and the action space of the upper bound model are the same as in the lower bound model ($S$ and $A$). For each action, the new transition function $P_{\text{upper}}$ is $P$ raised to the power of the duration $\text{GCD}$. The new rewards $r_{\text{upper}}(s, a)$ must take into account both the immediate reward $r(s, a)$ and the expected rewards in the removed states, which are no longer computed:

$$r_{\text{upper}}(s, a) = r(s, a) + \sum_{i=1}^{\text{GCD}-1} \gamma^i \sum_{s' \in S} P(s'|s, a)^i r(s', a), \forall s \in S, \forall a \in A(s) \quad (\text{eqn 4})$$

The resulting MDP $\langle S, A, P_{\text{upper}}, r_{\text{upper}} \rangle$ is a semi-MDP whose optimal performance, $V^*_{\text{upper}}$, is an upper bound of the exact performance $V^*$:

$$V^*(s) \leq V^*_{\text{upper}}(s), \quad \text{for all } s \in S \quad (\text{eqn 5})$$
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In conclusion, we have constructed two MDP models which provide lower and upper bounds of the exact performance:

$$V_{\text{lower}}^*(s) \leq V^*(s) \leq V_{\text{upper}}^*(s), \quad \text{for all } s \in S \quad (\text{eqn 6})$$

These approximate models require $|S|$ states to be solved, many fewer than the exact model. Importantly, unlike the policy of the lower bound model, the policy of the upper bound model cannot be implemented (as it violates the duration constraints of the actions). However, it provides a valuable upper bound against which to compare viable sub-optimal policies.

We provide the MATLAB code solving our case study at dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4557565. It uses the MDPSolve package (https://sites.google.com/site/mdpsolve/). The necessary input parameters are provided in Appendix S4.

**Case study: Managing *Aedes albopictus* in the Torres Strait Islands**

*Aedes albopictus* is a highly invasive species and a vector of several arboviruses, including chikungunya and dengue viruses (Bonizzoni et al. 2013). *Aedes albopictus* was first detected in the Torres Strait Islands in 2005 (Ritchie et al. 2006), where it persists today. These islands are potential sources of dispersal between Indonesia, Papua New Guinea (PNG) and mainland Australia (Beebe et al. 2013) via numerous human-mediated pathways including local boats, airplanes and ferries (Fig. 1). Herein, for simplicity, we consider Indonesia and PNG as a single potential source of *Aedes albopictus* referred to as PNG.

If *Aedes albopictus* were to establish on mainland Australia, its invasion is expected to be widespread and persistent (Hill, Axford & Hoffmann 2014), and extremely challenging to control (Beebe et al. 2013). Further, Australia’s main population centres would likely become receptive to dengue transmission (Russell et al. 2005) and subject to significant biting nuisance (Beebe et al. 2013).
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Since the detection of *Aedes albopictus* in the Torres Strait, several management actions have been implemented. These include community education, insecticide applications to harbourage areas (e.g. vegetation which provides resting habitat for adult mosquitoes) and domestic housing, and chemical treatment or disposal of container larval habitats (e.g. plant pots, sagging tarps, etc.). We distinguish two levels of such management actions: *light* and *strong*, the latter being costlier but more effective. Since budget is limited, not all islands can be managed simultaneously. At each timestep (six months), decision-makers must decide which of the 17 inhabited islands should be managed to protect mainland Australia. Since we assume that mainland Australia cannot be successfully managed if infested, our objective is to maximise the mean time until *Aedes albopictus* invades mainland Australia.

**States and transition function of the SIS model**

We model the mosquitoes’ dispersal over time using a Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) network (Pastor-Satorras & Vespignani 2001). The SIS model allows the locations (islands hereafter) to be either *infested* with, or *susceptible* to an invasive species. In our case study, each state $s$ represents the *infestation status* of all Torres Strait Islands and mainland Australia. Because we assume that mainland Australia cannot be managed, we define ‘mainland Australia infested’ as an absorbing state (i.e. sink), noted $\sigma$. All other states are of the form $(s_1, s_2, ..., s_N)$, with $s_i$ the status of island $i$. Formally, $S = \{\sigma\} \cup \{(s_1, s_2, ..., s_N); s_i \in \{\text{infested, susceptible}\}, 1 \leq i \leq N\}$.

In an SIS model, the status of each location may change at each timestep in two ways. First, infested locations can become susceptible when the species goes locally extinct: in our case study, the extinction probability equals the effectiveness of the action currently implemented (see next paragraph). Second, links between locations represent risks of reinfection of susceptible locations from infested ones. Here, we defined the (re)infestation probability as follows: mainland Australia remains susceptible in the next timestep (i.e. $s_{t+1} \neq \sigma$) with probability $\prod_{i \in \{1,2,...,N\}} (1 - p_M^i)$ where $p_M^i$ is the infestation probability from an infested island $i$ to mainland Australia. Conversely, the
probability of the mainland becoming infested (i.e. \( s_{t+1} = \sigma \)) is 
\[ 1 - \prod_{i \in \{1,2,\ldots,N\}} (1 - p_M^i). \]

The (re)infestation probability of all islands from neighbouring islands follows suit.

**Rewards and actions of the SIS model**

The reward \( r \) reflects our objective to prevent the infestation of mainland Australia. We set a reward of 0.5 when the mainland is not infested (\( s \neq \sigma \)), and 0 if it is infested (\( s = \sigma \)). With a discount of \( \gamma = 1 \), we receive 0.5 every timestep (six months) until mainland Australia becomes infested. The performance of any policy (i.e. expected cumulative reward obtained) equals the mean time until infestation. Although \( \gamma = 1 \), the mean time to infestation is finite because we assume that PNG is an infinite source of mosquitoes.

Two management actions are possible (light and strong), but the budget allows implementation of only one light management and one strong management across all islands, or three light managements, at each timestep. A sub-action \( a_i \) can take values in \( A_i = \{ \text{no action, light, strong} \} \).

The maximum budget is accounted for by reducing the set of possible actions \( A(s) \subseteq \prod_{i=1}^N A_i \) (unaffordable actions and their related states are not computed). The effectiveness \( p(a_i) \) of sub-action \( a_i \) is defined as the probability of eradicating the mosquito over one timestep and depends on the characteristics of island \( i \) (Appendix S5-6). Finally, the durations \( d(a_i) \) vary: no action lasts one timestep (six months), and light and strong management last six timesteps each.

**Parameters**

Data was collected at an expert elicitation workshop to estimate the effectiveness of actions based on characteristics of the Torres Strait Islands (Martin et al. (2012), Appendix S5-6). Experts in invasive species, vector biology and ecology, mosquito control, public health management and biosecurity estimated the effectiveness of all three management actions. Estimates accounted for island characteristics including size, vegetation refuge and accessibility (terrain), which influence both the operational feasibility of actions and the habitat suitability for \textit{Aedes albopictus}. We used a
Bayesian network to calculate the effectiveness of actions depending on these characteristics (Appendix S6, Clark (2005)).

We were unable to collect data on the probability of transmission of *Aedes albopictus* between islands. In the absence of data, the probability of transmission between islands was derived using Cauchy dispersion kernels (Pitt 2008). Experts agreed that the transmission between two given islands likely depended on the number of inhabitants and the distance between islands; larger populations and proximal islands have higher transmission probabilities. The transmission probability $p_{ij}^i$ from an island $i$ to $j$ depends on the island populations, $pop_i$ and $pop_j$, and the distance between the islands $d_{ij}$:

$$p_{ij}^i = D \times \frac{pop_i \times pop_j}{1 + \left(\frac{d_{ij}}{\beta}\right)^2} \quad \text{(Cauchy – eqn 7)}$$

where $D$ is a constant influencing the speed of transmissions through the network, and $\beta$ is the shape parameter. We calibrated two sets of parameters arbitrarily, namely low and high transmission probabilities, leading to slow and fast infestations of mainland Australia, respectively. The range of mean times to infestation captures the time to infestation estimated by experts (Appendix S7-8).

**Computational experiments**

We compared the optimal performances of our three models on our case study. Recall that the performance of a policy equals the mean time until infestation of mainland Australia. It was not necessary to run simulations for these proposed MDP models because both the optimal policy and its performance are direct outputs of SDP. Solving the exact 17-island network problem was computationally intractable (runs out of the 1000GB memory), so we gradually evaluated the performance of our proposed models on networks including an increasing number of islands.
(remaining islands do not affect the system). We first added the islands with the highest probability of directly infesting the mainland (rule ‘highest transmission’, see Appendix S5). We tested the robustness of our approach on two dispersal scenarios, with low and high mosquito transmission probabilities (see Parameters).

We also evaluated several simple rules of thumb, which consist of managing the highest-ranked infested islands according to the following rankings: (i) largest populations; (ii) closest to the mainland; (iii) easiest to manage (islands where actions have the highest probability of success); and (iv) highest transmission probability toward the mainland. We calculated the performance of (v) continuously implementing strong managements on all islands (‘all managed’, i.e. unlimited budget) and (vi) no actions. We ran 10,000 simulations to assess the performance of these rules of thumb and recorded the mean times of infestation and 90% confidence intervals.

**Results**

**Low transmission probabilities**

For all models, infestation of mainland Australia happens sooner as more islands are included in the analysis (as expected; Fig. 3). A steep decrease in the mean time until infestation occurs when considering up to five islands (20-30 years/island), followed by a gradual decrease (approximately one year/island) until all islands are included in the analysis. This is because we incrementally included the islands with the rule ‘highest transmission’.

As expected, the performance of the exact model is between the upper bound model and the lower bound model and all rules of thumb. The exact model runs out of memory for more than eight islands while the lower and upper bound models are tractable until 13 islands. This difference is attributable to a higher number of states in the exact model, with a ratio up to $\prod_{i=1}^{N}(1 + \ldots$
$\sum_{a_i \in A_i} (d(a_i) - 1) = 11^N$ (the ratio is lower in practice since states related to unaffordable actions are disregarded - see Material and Methods).

All model performances are equal when only one island (Thursday Island) is included because there are no simultaneous management actions. For more than one island, all performances remain similar, in particular those of the lower bound and the exact models. We have chosen to display the performance of the best rule of thumb only, ‘highest transmission’, which performs equally to our lower bound. Other rules of thumb (‘largest population’, ‘closest to mainland’ and ‘easiest to manage’) perform worse than ‘highest transmission’ (Appendix S9). The performances of ‘no actions’ and ‘all managed’ illustrate the worst and best possible outcomes, respectively, but these bounds are less informative about the optimal performance, because they are much wider than the lower and upper bound models.

To assess the quality of the upper bound, we calculated the relative errors of all models compared to the upper bound (Table 1). The relative error of the exact model remains less than 14% and shows that this upper bound remains close to the exact performances when islands are added. The relative error of the lower bound remains less than 16% for all numbers of islands considered, guaranteeing that the lower bound equals at least 84% of the exact performance in our case study. Note that the lower bound is a very close approximation of the exact policy (see Discussion). The relative error of ‘highest transmission’ is similar to that of the lower bound and remains less than 17%.

**High transmission probabilities**

When assuming high transmission probabilities, the mean time until infestation of mainland Australia under our best rule of thumb is less (13 years for 17 islands) than that calculated using low transmissions probabilities (50 years for 17 islands; Fig. 4). The differences between all models are smaller than with the low transmission probabilities. The rule of thumb ‘highest transmission’ performs consistently well, while others (not shown) underperformed.
The lower and upper bounds are closer together than with the low transmission probabilities. This is confirmed by the relative error compared to the upper bound (Table 2). The relative error of the exact model (<7%) shows that this upper bound remains close to the exact performances regardless of the number of islands considered. The relative error of the lower bound model reaches 9% (6% when the exact model is no longer tractable). The relative error of ‘highest transmission’ is less than 9%.

**Optimal policies - low and high transmissions probabilities**

When running simulations of the policies recommended by the exact, lower bound and upper bound models, some islands appear more important than others. It is therefore possible to identify an order (the prioritisation ranking) in which islands should be managed until eradication. Further, this prioritisation ranking is very similar for all three policies (when tractable) and for both high and low transmission probabilities.

When considering four islands (Appendix S10), all policies prioritise Thursday and Horn Islands (in this order) before Mulgrave and Banks Islands, i.e. this prioritisation ranking matches the ‘highest transmission’ ranking exactly. These two rankings are not the same when more islands are included (upper bound model for 11 islands; Fig. 5 & Appendix S5), because other factors than ‘highest transmission’ also affect the optimal policies. One such factor is the effectiveness of management: ineffective management actions on Banks cause it to be ranked 8th on the prioritisation ranking against 4th on the ‘highest transmission’ ranking. Another factor is the proximity of islands: Jervis Island is 5th on the prioritisation ranking against 9th on the ‘highest transmission’ ranking. A possible interpretation is that Jervis, when compared to Yam or Coconut for example, is close to critical islands such as Thursday, Horn and Mulgrave.
Discussion and concluding remarks

We developed a new approach to assist decision-makers when actions are simultaneous and of different durations. This approach modifies time constraints to reduce the model size by several orders of magnitude to obtain bounds of the unknown exact performance. We applied this to the spatial management of an invasive mosquito, Aedes albopictus, modelled as a SIS network. The bounds provide a narrow range guaranteed to contain the performance of the exact optimal policy, for problems too large to compute the exact solution. This research impacts metapopulations and network management problems in biosecurity, health and ecology when the budget allows the implementation of simultaneous actions.

Our two approximate models share a number of advantages when compared to rules of thumb. First, they account for the consequences of actions on future events, which is necessary to select the best immediate action. The sensitivity analysis on low and high transmission probabilities shows that the lower bound model is less likely to underperform than rules of thumb, which are not guaranteed to perform well (Abel 2003). Second, our models can be evaluated exactly with SDP rather than using simulations. Third, the policies generated by our models can be used to derive efficient rules of thumb.

The performances of the lower and upper bound models are sensitive to the least common multiple (LCM) and greatest common divisor (GCD) of the duration of management actions. In our case study, the lower bound likely performs well because the LCM is exactly the duration of the management actions. We have run the tool with various durations to evaluate the sensitivity of bound models to the GCD and the LCM (Appendix S11). When these durations share many divisors, the LCM and GCD are close, which leads to small relative errors between bounds. By contrast, when durations do not share many divisors, the relative errors between bounds increase.

Although the lower and upper bound models can be solved at a reduced computational cost, in our case study the memory size and computation times required still grow exponentially with the...
number of islands considered (Appendix S12). Here, the number of states is $2^N + 1$ because we used a flat representation of states, i.e. each possible combination of island states is accounted for. To optimise the management of SIS networks, Chadès et al. (2011) used factored MDPs to take advantage of the network structure, i.e. the independence of conditional probabilities. In our model, all islands are connected (complete network) and using factored MDP provides no advantage. As data becomes available, it is likely that small transmission probabilities could be ignored to create a network structure that could be exploited by factored MDPs (Hoey et al. 1999; Forsell et al. 2011).

We increased the number of islands managed incrementally, ignoring the influence of other islands. An alternative would be to aggregate the remaining islands as one island. However, this is not a trivial task as it requires aggregating a large number of states (Li, Walsh & Littman 2006). How to do so in the best way possible will be the aim of future research.

Management implications

All models target Thursday, Horn and Mulgrave Islands as management priorities in this order, because these islands are highly populated and close to mainland Australia and, hence, have the highest probability of transmission to mainland. Knowing that these islands are close to each other (favouring transmissions) and that Horn Island is the ‘transport hub’ of the Torres Strait adds further credence to their high prioritisation. The prioritisation of these three islands is insensitive to the number of islands included (1-13) and to the transmission probabilities (low/high), showing the robustness of this policy. However, the mean time until infestation greatly depends on the dataset: it ranges from 13 to 50 years when calculated using low (Fig. 3) and high transmission probabilities (Fig. 4), respectively. Obtaining more precise estimates of the transmission probabilities will produce a narrower time range estimate. Higher budgets allocated to management can also postpone infestation, more sensitively when transmission probabilities are low (40 years with no budget/80 years with unlimited budget) than high (10/15 years). A comprehensive sensitivity analysis would help the decision maker set the most suitable budget.
Additional factors may influence our management recommendations. For example, *Aedes albopictus* is difficult to detect and decision-makers cannot be certain that an island is susceptible (Hawley 1988). It is possible to provide management recommendations that accounts for imperfect detection using partially observable MDPs (Chadès et al. 2008). However, these models do not yet account for actions of different durations and are even more difficult to solve than MDPs. Other unknown factors may influence management recommendations such as species interactions, increased migration flow and effects of climate change. Value of information studies could help decision-makers determine whether these unknown factors warrant adapting management recommendations (Canessa et al. 2015).

In our case study, practitioners keep managing *Aedes albopictus* for a fixed period of time on the targeted island despite the mosquitoes being undetected. This constraint was motivated by the imperfect detectability of *Aedes albopictus* (Hawley 1988), which may occur in other applications. For example, Chadès et al. (2008) show that managing a threatened species with imperfect detectability can be optimal, even when we do not observe the species. This typically happens when the species is still deemed very likely to be present. Similarly, Regan, Chadès and Possingham (2011) recommend managing invasive plants up to four years since the last detection to ensure eradication. Another motivation for having prolonged management in absence of sighting is to decrease the suitability of mosquito habitat. For instance, managing soil organically for several years reduces the susceptibility of a species of maize to an insect pest significantly (Phelan, Norris & Mason 1996). Furthermore, to control a weed of rice, McIntyre, Mitchell and Ladiges (1989) recommend combining management actions of various durations and starting times, such as delaying flooding and establishing a sward of pasture during the coolest seasons. Our general approach could help optimise the spatial management of these problems. Other reasons for long actions may include operational constraints, such as fixed-length contracts for workers implementing actions.
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Online supporting information (two files):

A. The file “Supporting Information.docx” (also available at dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4557562) contains 12 appendices:

1) Description of Markov decision processes.
2) Calculation of the number of states of the exact model.
3) Proofs of upper and lower bounds.
4) Description of the inputs parameters required for the program.
5) Table of the effectiveness of different management actions on all Torres Strait Islands.
6) Belief Bayesian network providing the effectiveness of actions depending on four islands characteristics.
7) Parameters used in the Cauchy formula for the low and high transmissions.
8) Human population size and distances between islands.
9) Mean time until infestation of mainland Australia for the three models and six rules of thumb.
10) Prioritisation ranking on four islands for low and high transmission probabilities.
11) Relative errors of model performances compared to the upper bound with different sub-action durations.
12) Computational times of the exact, lower bound and upper bound models for low transmission probabilities.

B. The file “Simultaneous actions.rar” (also available at dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4557565) contains the MATLAB code used for computational experiments.
Table 1: Relative errors (%) of model performances compared to the upper bound with low transmissions probabilities for an increasing number of islands. When the exact performance is unknown, the relative error of any model to the upper bound specifies the guaranteed percentage difference between the model performance and the optimal performance. For example, a relative error of 10% guarantees that this model is within 10% of the optimal performance. The highest relative errors for each model are shown in bold. Intractability occurred due to memory limits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#islands included</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exact</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>9.42</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td><strong>13.6</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>intractable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower bound</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td><strong>15.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>15.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>15.9</strong></td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest transmission</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td><strong>16.9</strong></td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Relative errors (%) of model performances compared to the upper bound with high transmissions probabilities for an increasing number of islands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#islands included</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exact</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>intractable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower bound</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td><strong>8.74</strong></td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest transmission</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td><strong>8.7</strong></td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>6.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1: Map of the Torres Strait showing the nodes of the model (PNG, populated Torres Strait Islands and mainland Australia) as red squares. Blue lines illustrate possible invasion pathways of *Aedes albopictus* between nodes via human-mediated transport including local boats, airplanes or ferries. Pathways with a small transmission probability are not shown for clarity.
Fig. 2: Schematic of exact (A), lower bound (B) and upper bound (C) policies over eight timesteps.

We use the sub-actions of the case study as an example, with $N = 2$ islands and $A_1 = A_2 = \{\text{no action}, \text{light, strong}\}$ of durations one, six and six timesteps respectively (i.e. six months, and three years). Management actions can be asynchronous in the exact model (A). In the lower bound model (B), the curved arrows illustrate the supplementary constraint forcing the management action to continue as the lowest common multiplier of one and six is six. In the upper bound model (C), all actions are interrupted after $GCD(1,6,6) = 1$ timestep. For models B and C, actions do not change between vertical bars allowing a decrease in the number of states.
**Fig. 3:** Mean time to infestation of mainland Australia for the exact, lower bound and upper bound models in the case of low transmission probabilities. Only the best rule of thumb, ‘highest transmission’, is shown. Islands are progressively included in the analysis until the model is not tractable. The exact model is tractable for up to eight islands, the lower and upper bound model 13 islands. All rules of thumb are tractable up to 17 islands. The 90% confidence intervals are smaller in size than the symbols displayed in the graph and not displayed for clarity.
Fig. 4: Mean time to infestation of the Australian mainland for each model with high transmission probabilities, with one to 17 islands included.
Fig. 5: Prioritisation ranking of 11 islands using the upper bound policy. The rankings that emerge from the exact, lower bound and upper bound policies are the same when tractable. At each timestep, only the two infested islands with highest ranking are managed, due to limited budget.
Appendix S1:

A Markov decision problem (MDP) is a mathematical framework used to model a sequential decision problem. The system dynamics are partly random and partly under the control of a decision maker (Bellman 1957). When modelling an optimisation problem as a MDP, we assume that the Markov property holds, i.e. the process history has no impact on future dynamics (Puterman 1994).

A MDP is defined by five components: (i) a state space $S$, (ii) an action space $A$, (iii) a transition probability matrix $P$ for each action, (iv) immediate rewards $r$ for each state and action and (v) a performance criterion (Puterman 1994). The set of possible action can depend on the current state $s \in S$ and is noted $A(s)$. Solving a MDP means finding a best policy $\pi$ (action to take in each state, i.e. $\pi : S \rightarrow A$) to maximise (or minimise) the sum of expected future rewards. The performance criterion provides details about the objective (maximisation or minimisation), the time horizon (finite or infinite), the initial state $s_0$ and the presence of a discount factor ($\gamma$). We focus on the maximisation of the discounted sum in infinite time horizon:

$$
E^\pi \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t r(s_t, a_t) | s_0 \right] \quad (eqn 1)
$$

Stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) denotes a collection of solution methods to solve MDPs, such as policy iteration and value iteration. The peculiarity of policy iteration is that it puts the emphasis on the policy instead of the value: starting from any initial policy $\pi_0$, the best current policy $\pi$ is evaluated (step 1) and improved (step 2) repeatedly until it is optimal ($\pi^*$).

1) The evaluation consists of calculating a value (or performance) $V_\pi(s)$ for each state $s \in S$. This value corresponds to the sum of future rewards one can expect, starting from the state $s$ when implementing the policy $\pi$. Formally,

$$
V_\pi(s) = E^\pi \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t r(s_t, a_t) | s_0 = s \right]
$$
This can be calculated iteratively (backwards induction) or through a *matrix inversion*, since the value function satisfies the following equation

$$V_\pi(s) = r(s, \pi(s)) + \gamma \sum_{s' \in S} P(s' \mid s, \pi(s)) \times V_\pi(s') \quad \forall s \in S$$

with $r_\pi$ and $P_\pi$ the reward and transition matrix associated with the policy $\pi$. Noting $I$ the identity matrix, this implies

$$V_\pi = r_\pi + \gamma P_\pi V_\pi$$

Note that $I - \gamma P_\pi$ is always invertible when $\gamma < 1$ because $P_\pi$ is a transition matrix. That we deal with undiscounted sums ($\gamma = 1$) in this manuscript is not an issue because of the absorbing state is reachable from any state and has reward zero.

2) Once the value $V_\pi$ of the policy $\pi$ has been evaluated, we can improve this policy by applying Bellman’s equation on all states:

$$\pi(s) = \arg\max_{a \in A(s)} \left[ r(s, a) + \gamma \sum_{s' \in S} P(s' \mid s, a) \times V_\pi(s') \right] \quad \forall s \in S \quad (eqn 3)$$

When equations 2 and 3 are computed several times, $\pi$ converges to the optimal policy $\pi^*$. The outputs of policy iteration (and other SDP techniques) are the optimal policy $\pi^*$ and the optimal value $V_{\pi^*}$. In this manuscript, the value is of high importance because it equals the expected time until the mainland becomes infested starting from a given state.

Appendix S2:

We show how the number of states of the exact model can be calculated. First, note that $t_i = 0$ indicates that the sub-action $a_i$ has just terminated, and thus does not restrict the choice of future
sub-actions; therefore, \( a_i \) need not be stored in the state, and can be replaced by ‘null’. For each

\[ 1 \leq i \leq N, (a_i, t_i) \text{ belongs to } A_i^+ = \{ \text{null}', 0 \} \cup \{(a_i, t_i): a_i \in A_i, 1 \leq t_i \leq d(a_i) - 1\}. \]

Then, the state space of the exact model is:

\[ S_{\text{exact}} = \{(s, a_1, t_1, a_2, t_2, \ldots, a_N, t_N): s \in S, (a_i, t_i) \in A_i^+, 1 \leq i \leq N\} = S \times \prod_{i=1}^{N} A_i^+. \]

For each \( 1 \leq i \leq N \):

\[ |A_i^+| = \{|\text{null}', 0\} \cup \{(a_i, t_i): a_i \in A_i, 1 \leq t_i \leq d(a_i) - 1\}| \]

\[ = 1 + \{|\{(a_i, t_i): a_i \in A_i, 1 \leq t_i \leq d(a_i) - 1\}| \]

\[ = 1 + \sum_{a_i \in A_i} |\{(a_i, t_i): 1 \leq t_i \leq d(a_i) - 1\}| \]

\[ = 1 + \sum_{a_i \in A_i} (d(a_i) - 1) \]

Finally,

\[ |S_{\text{exact}}| = |S| \prod_{i=1}^{N} |A_i^+| = |S| \prod_{i=1}^{N} \left(1 + \sum_{a_i \in A_i} (d(a_i) - 1)\right) \]

The number of states is exponential in the number of sub-actions \( N \). Also, the exponentiation base grows with the durations of actions.

In our case study, the set of possible actions on each island is \( \mathcal{A} = \{\textit{no action, light management, strong management}\} \) of durations one, six and six timesteps, respectively (i.e. six months, and three years). The number of states, that also accounts for the absorbing state \( \sigma \) (‘mainland Australia infested’) equals:

\[ |S_{\text{exact}}| = |\{\sigma\}| + |S| \prod_{i=1}^{N} \left(1 + (d(\text{no action}) - 1) + (d(\text{light}) - 1) + (d(\text{strong}) - 1)\right) \]

\[ = 1 + 11^N |S| \]
With $|S| = 2^N$ because each of the $N$ islands is either infested or susceptible.

Appendix S3:

This appendix includes three proofs. We first prove that reducing the action set reduces the performance in a maximisation problem (a). Based on this, we then prove that the lower bound model has a lower performance than the exact model (b). Then, we show that the upper bound model has a higher performance than the exact model (c).

a) Let $V$ and $V'$ denote the performances of any MDPs $< S, A, P, r >$ and $< S, A', P, r >$ and $\Pi$ and $\Pi'$ be their sets of policies, respectively. The following holds:

$$\forall s \in S, A'(s) \subseteq A(s) \Rightarrow \Pi' \subseteq \Pi$$

It follows, for every state $s$:

$$V'(s) = \max_{\pi \in \Pi'} \mathbb{E}^\pi \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t r(s_t, \pi(s_t)) | s_0 = s \right] \leq \max_{\pi \in \Pi} \mathbb{E}^\pi \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t r(s_t, \pi(s_t)) | s_0 = s \right] = V(s)$$

b) We prove that the lower bound model has a lower performance than the exact model $< S_{\text{exact}}, A, P_{\text{exact}}, r >$. We consider the definition of the lower bound in the first step (see Materials and Methods), i.e. after addition of the synchronisation constraint. In this definition, the lower bound model has the same state space, transition function and rewards as the exact model.

Let $A'$ denote the new action space in the lower bound model. Let $s_{\text{exact}} \in S_{\text{exact}}$ and $S_{\text{progress}}$ denote the states where at least one action is in progress, i.e. $S_{\text{progress}} = \{(s, a_1, t_1, a_2, t_2, ..., a_N, t_N) \in S_{\text{exact}} : t_i > 0 \text{ for some } 1 \leq i \leq N\}$. If $s_{\text{exact}} \in S_{\text{progress}}$, the set of possible action $A'(s_{\text{exact}})$ only contains the action applied at the previous timestep (in order to extend the action). The set of actions allowed $A'(s)$ is a subset of the action space in the exact model:

$$A'(s_{\text{exact}}) \subseteq A(s_{\text{exact}}), \forall s_{\text{exact}} \in S_{\text{progress}}$$
For the other states, the set of possible actions is left unchanged:

\[ A'(s_{\text{exact}}) = A(s_{\text{exact}}) \ \forall \ s_{\text{exact}} \in S_{\text{exact}} \backslash S_{\text{progress}} \]

So, \( A'(s_{\text{exact}}) \subseteq A(s_{\text{exact}}) \) for all \( s_{\text{exact}} \in S_{\text{exact}} \). This implies (a) that the lower bound model has a lower performance than the exact model.

The second step in designing the lower bound model (see Materials and Methods) is a reformulation that relies on the observation that states where only one action is possible can be removed without increasing or decreasing the performance. However, the transition function and rewards have to be modified to account for the states removed.

c) We prove that the upper bound model has a higher performance than the exact model \( < S_{\text{exact}}, A, P_{\text{exact}}, r > \). We define the set \( S_{\text{stop}} \subseteq S \), made of states separated by \( GCD \) timesteps.

Formally,

\[ S_{\text{stop}} = \{ s_{\text{exact}} \in S_{\text{exact}}, \forall \ 1 \leq i \leq N, \ GCD \ | \ s_i^T \} \]

All actions are stopped after \( GCD \) timesteps. Equivalently, we can modify the action space by setting

\[ A''(s_{\text{exact}}) = \prod_{i=1}^{N} A_i, \ \forall \ s_{\text{exact}} \in S_{\text{stop}} \]

i.e. all actions are possible in states \( S_{\text{stop}} \). We have:

\[ A(s_{\text{exact}}) \subseteq A''(s_{\text{exact}}), \ \forall \ s_{\text{exact}} \in S_{\text{stop}} \]

For the other states, the set of possible actions is left unchanged:

\[ A(s_{\text{exact}}) = A''(s_{\text{exact}}) \ \forall \ s_{\text{exact}} \in S_{\text{exact}} \backslash S_{\text{stop}} \]

So, \( A(s_{\text{exact}}) \subseteq A''(s_{\text{exact}}) \) for all \( s \in S_{\text{exact}} \). This implies (a) that the upper bound model has a better performance than the exact model. As in the lower bound model, the reformulation in the second step (see Materials and Methods) does not alter the performance of the upper bound.

**Appendix S4:**

The inputs parameters required for the program are:
• The number of islands $N$;
• Two $1 \times |A_1|$ arrays describing the durations and costs of each sub-action;
• The budget received per timestep;
• The effectiveness of each action on each island;
• The colonisation probability between each pair of island (including Papua New Guinea and mainland Australia);
• The discount factor $\gamma$. The time horizon is infinite.
Appendix S5:

Effectiveness of different management actions on all Torres Strait Islands. The effectiveness of an action is defined as the probability of eradicating the tiger mosquito over one timestep and depends on key characteristics such as vegetation type, number of human dwellings (human population) and terrain type (as a measure of accessibility; Appendix S6). We collected data estimated by experts on management effectiveness for each management action and each island at an expert elicitation workshop held in 2013. Islands are ranked from the highest to lowest probability of infesting the mainland in one timestep (second last column), assuming low transmission probabilities. In our computational experiments, islands are added following this ranking, which is also the rule of thumb ‘highest transmission first’. The last column shows the prioritisation ranking that emerges from the upper bound policy for 11 islands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management action</th>
<th>No action</th>
<th>Light Management</th>
<th>Strong Management</th>
<th>Probability of transmission to mainland</th>
<th>Management Prioritisation ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget (every timestep)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>six months (one timestep)</td>
<td>three years (six timesteps)</td>
<td>three years (six timesteps)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>0.020379</td>
<td>0.112205</td>
<td>0.173365</td>
<td>0.019841</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horn</td>
<td>0.033678</td>
<td>0.114894</td>
<td>0.169567</td>
<td>0.0053089</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulgrave</td>
<td>0.033678</td>
<td>0.114894</td>
<td>0.169567</td>
<td>0.0030053</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks</td>
<td>0.020379</td>
<td>0.036144</td>
<td>0.073427</td>
<td>0.0020876</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammond</td>
<td>0.033678</td>
<td>0.061252</td>
<td>0.10015</td>
<td>0.0015947</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sue</td>
<td>0.033678</td>
<td>0.138956</td>
<td>0.203725</td>
<td>0.00098455</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Prince of Wales</td>
<td>Yam</td>
<td>Jervis</td>
<td>Coconut</td>
<td>Saibai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.033678</td>
<td>0.020379</td>
<td>0.020379</td>
<td>0.033678</td>
<td>0.020379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.05848</td>
<td>0.112205</td>
<td>0.112205</td>
<td>0.138956</td>
<td>0.036144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.096742</td>
<td>0.173365</td>
<td>0.173365</td>
<td>0.203725</td>
<td>0.073427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00093403</td>
<td>0.00073332</td>
<td>0.00063267</td>
<td>0.00038382</td>
<td>0.00038163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix S6:

Belief Bayesian network providing the effectiveness of actions depending on four islands characteristics. The 11 participants comprised experts in invasive species, vector biology and ecology, mosquito control, public health management and biosecurity. Experts provided anonymous estimates of the actions effectiveness, i.e. probability of eradicating the mosquito over one timestep (six months), for each island and each management action: no action (one timestep), light management (six timesteps) and strong management (six timesteps). The amount of unmanaged area, accessibility/terrain, vegetation refuge and number of dwellings affect the infestation probability. Experts first estimated the operational feasibility and the suitability to mosquitoes for different combinations of these four characteristics (top arrows) and second estimated the probability of mosquito eradication for different combinations of operational feasibility, mosquito suitability and management action (bottom arrows). The effectiveness of any action on any island can then be obtained, provided the four island characteristics are known. Note that the estimates of the actions effectiveness were presented individually and then discussed as a group; subsequently, experts could revise their estimates (Martin et al. 2012) before an average was calculated.
Appendix S7:

Parameters used in the Cauchy formula for the low and high transmissions. The Cauchy formula is:

\[ p_{ij} = C \times \frac{\text{pop}_i \times \text{pop}_j}{1 + \left( \frac{d_{ij}}{\beta} \right)^2} \]  

(Cauchy - eqn 13)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Low transmissions</th>
<th>High transmissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>( C = 5 \times 10^{-8} )</td>
<td>( C = 10^{-7} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape parameter</td>
<td>( \beta = 50 )</td>
<td>( \beta = 50 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(distances are in km)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Appendix S8:**

Human population size (bottom row) and distances (shortest coast to coast distance in kilometres) between islands:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISLAND NAME</th>
<th>AUSTRALIAN MAINLAND</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>HORN</th>
<th>MULGRAVE</th>
<th>BANKS</th>
<th>HAMMOND</th>
<th>SUE</th>
<th>PRINCE OF WALES</th>
<th>YAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUSTRALIAN MAINLAND</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURSDAY</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORN</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULGRAVE</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANKS</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMMOND</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUE</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRINCE OF WALES</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAM</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERVIS</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COCONUT</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIBAI</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MURRAY</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YORKE</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALBOT</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARNLEY</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT CORNWALLIS</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEPHENS</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAPUA NEW GUINEA</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPULATION</td>
<td>2548</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>818</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>313</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ISLAND NAME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JERVIS</th>
<th>COCONUT</th>
<th>SAIBAI</th>
<th>MURRAY</th>
<th>YORKE</th>
<th>TALBOT</th>
<th>DARNLEY</th>
<th>MT CORNWALLIS</th>
<th>STEPHENS</th>
<th>PAPUA NEW GUINEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUSTRALIAN MAINLAND</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURSDAY</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORN</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULGRAVE</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANKS</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMMOND</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUE</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRINCE OF WALES</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAM</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERVIS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COCONUT</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIBAI</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>157</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>159</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MURRAY</strong></td>
<td>202</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>148</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>YORKE</strong></td>
<td>133</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TALBOT</strong></td>
<td>72</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DARNLEY</strong></td>
<td>175</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>107</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CORNWALLUS</strong></td>
<td>67</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STEPHENS</strong></td>
<td>155</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PAPUA NEW</strong></td>
<td>81</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GUINEA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POPULATION</strong></td>
<td>251</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>337</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix S9:

Mean time until infestation of mainland Australia for the three models, and six rules of thumb when transmissions are low. The best rule of thumb is ‘highest transmission first’, followed by ‘highest population first’, ‘closest first’ and ‘easiest first’.
Appendix S10:

Prioritisation ranking on four islands for low and high transmission probabilities. The rankings that emerge from the exact, lower bound and upper bound models are the same. At each timestep, only the two infested islands with highest ranking are managed, due to limited budget.
Appendix S11:

Relative errors (%) of model performances compared to the upper bound with different sub-action durations. Recall that in our case study, durations are 1, 6 and 6 for a relative error up to 16%. With durations 3, 6 and 6, the LCM and GCD are close: GCD(3,6,6) = 3 and LCM(3,6) = 6, which leads to relative errors less than 6%. With durations 2, 5 and 7, we have GCD(2,5,7) = 1 and LCM(2,5,7)=70.

The maximum relative error between the bounds increases and remains under 20%. For durations (3,6,6) and (2,5,7), the bound models are tractable until 12 islands (compared to 13 islands for durations (1,6,6)) because the transition matrices for durations (1,6,6) are sparser than with durations (3,6,6) and (2,5,7). For durations (3,6,6) and (2,5,7), the exact model is intractable above six islands (compared to eight islands for durations (1,6,6)) because long durations mean a high number of states in the exact model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Durations (no action, light and strong management)</th>
<th>Transmission probabilities</th>
<th>#islands included</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3, 6, 6</td>
<td>Low: Exact</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low: LB</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High: Exact</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High: LB</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, 5, 7</td>
<td>Low: Exact</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low: LB</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High: Exact</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High: LB</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix S12:

Computational times of the exact, lower bound and upper bound models for low transmission probabilities. The computational times for the exact model are several orders of magnitudes larger than those of the bound models. The computational times have been obtained on a dual 3.46GHz Intel Xeon X5690, which could not solve the largest instances (eight islands for the exact model and 13 islands for the bound models).